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Abstract

This article discusses the notion of embodied knowledge, which is derived from the 
phenomenology of Maurice Merleau-Ponty. Embodied knowledge is a type of knowl-
edge in which the body knows how to act, such as how to ride a bicycle. One of the 
important features of this knowledge is that the lived body is the knowing subject, 
whereas in the Cartesian/modern view of knowledge, the mind is conceived of as 
such. By revisiting the Merleau-Pontian notion of the body schema, I give an account 
of embodied knowledge. The body schema tacitly coordinates the movements of body 
PARTS�INTO�A�UNIlED�ACTION�THAT�CORRESPONDS�TO�A�GIVEN�SITUATION��)T�IS�EXPERIENCED�AS�
A�PREREmECTIVE�CORRESPONDENCE�BETWEEN�BODY�AND�WORLD��WITHOUT�BEING�MEDIATED�BY�
mental representations. This theoretical foundation leads us to a further exploration 
of embodied knowledge in three directions: 1) skill acquisition, 2) sense of space and 
place, 3) social understanding.

Keywords:�%MBODIED�+NOWLEDGE�n�,IVED�"ODY�n�0REREmECTIVE�n�"ODY�3CHEMA�n�-ER-
leau-Ponty

La nozione di embodied knowledge e la sua portata
Questo articolo discute la nozione di embodied knowledge, così come derivata dalla 
fenomenologia di Maurice Merleau-Ponty. Embodied knowledge è un tipo di co-
noscenza in cui il corpo “sa” come agire, come nell’esempio dell’andare in bicicletta. 
Una delle caratteristiche importanti di questo tipo di conoscenza è che il corpo vissuto 
è considerato il soggetto conoscente, mentre nella visione moderna e cartesiana della 
conoscenza, è la mente ad essere concepita come tale. Rivisitando il concetto Merleau-
0ONTIANO�DI�SCHEMA�CORPOREO��IO�OFFRO�UNA�SPECIlCA�DElNIZIONE�DI�embodied knowled-
ge. Lo schema corporeo tacitamente coordina i movimenti delle parti del corpo in 
un’azione unitaria che corrisponde ad una determinata situazione. Va concepito come 
UNA� CORRISPONDENZA�PRERImESSIVA� TRA� CORPO� E�MONDO�� SENZA� LA�MEDIAZIONE�DELLE� RAP-
presentazioni mentali. Questo fondamento teorico ci conduce ad un approfondimento 
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dell’embodied knowledge in tre direzioni: 1) acquisizione di abilità, 2) senso dello 
spazio e del luogo, 3) comprensione sociale.

Parole chiave:�%MBODIED�KNOWLEDGE�n�#ORPO�VISSUTO�n�0RERImESSIVO�n�3CHEMA�CORPO-
reo – Merleau-Ponty

Knowledge Belonging to the Body

Embodied knowledge is a type of knowledge in which the body knows how 
to act. A simple and general example is riding a bicycle. Most of us know 
how to ride a bicycle, and we can do so without any deliberation. There is 
no need to verbalize or represent in the mind all the procedures required. 
The knowledge of how to ride a bicycle seems to be imprinted in one’s body 
and just lived through it, without being consciously represented. Thus, the 
knowing subject here is not the mind but the body. In phenomenology, 
this knowing subject is more precisely termed the lived body, which is not 
separated from the mind.

The idea of embodied knowledge is originally derived from the phenom-
enology of Maurice Merleau-Ponty, and Tanaka (2011a) developed it as a 
new notion. In his main work, Phenomenology of Perception (1945/2012), 
Merleau-Ponty described the example of knowing how to touch type as 
follows:

[O]ne can know how to type without knowing how to indicate where on the key-
board the letters that compose the words are located. Knowing how to type, then, 
is not the same as knowing the location of each letter on the keyboard, nor even 
HAVING�ACQUIRED�A�CONDITIONED�REmEX�FOR�EACH�LETTER�THAT�IS�TRIGGERED�UPON�SEEING�IT��
… It is a question of a knowledge in our hands, which is only given through a bod-
ily effort and cannot be translated by an objective designation. The subject knows 
where the letters are on the keyboard just as we know where one of our limbs is – a 
knowledge of familiarity that does not provide us with a position in objective space. 
(Merleau-Ponty, 2012, p. 145, emphasis added)

What Merleau-Ponty described as “knowledge in our hands” is a particular 
TYPE�OF�KNOWLEDGE�THAT�IS�NOT�A�REmEX�BUT�RATHER�COMES�ABOUT�THROUGH�RE-
peated bodily practice. It is not distinctly explicit or conscious, and hence 
we cannot articulate it as an objective designation. The knowledge of typ-
ing is deeply embodied to the extent that it is converted into “knowledge 
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of familiarity (savoir de familiarité)” that even provides us with the tacit 
spatial cognition for smooth actions. This is the original textual source of 
embodied knowledge.

As phenomena of our everyday life, the ordinary seems to be embod-
ied knowledge. We know how to walk, ride a bicycle, touch type, swim, 
talk in our mother tongue, communicate with others, and so forth. How-
ever, in contrast to the Cartesian view of knowledge, the concept of em-
bodied knowledge is still radically important. As is well known, Descartes 
(1642/1992), with his methodological skepticism, rejected any knowledge 
that could be doubted, and with the same skepticism, he separated the mind 
from the body. Thus, in the Cartesian worldview, the mind is the know-
ing subject, to which certain knowledge belongs. Descartes (1637/1985) 
stressed that this worldview should “include nothing more in my judge-
ments than what presented itself to my mind so clearly and so distinctly that 
I had no occasion to doubt it” (p. 120, emphasis added). In other words, 
one’s body is a mere known object, and there is no such place for “embod-
ied” knowledge.

(OWEVER�� THE�PROBLEM�HERE� IS� NOT� CONlNED�ONLY� TO�$ESCARTES��!S�WE�
see below, the modern view of knowledge in general, which is typically 
represented in the Cartesian worldview, is what should be questioned and 
reframed today.

#ONSTELLATION�OF�)DEAS

There are several notions that can be situated around embodied knowledge 
in terms of their ideas on knowledge and knowing. I hope to clarify the 
similarities and differences between these notions and mine.

Procedural Knowledge (Procedural Memory)
This is a kind of long-term memory for the skills involved in particular tasks 
(APA, 2007, p. 735). In contrast to declarative knowledge, which can be 
consciously recalled and articulated, procedural knowledge can be better 
presented through performance (e.g., the procedure of swimming). As a 
matter of course, embodied knowledge, which I discuss here, contains the 
procedures involved in certain actions. However, in the standard view of 
psychology and cognitive science, which deal with procedural knowledge, it 
is presumed that the procedures are stored in the mind or brain as long-term 
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memory (see Stillings et al., 1995, for example). As Gibbs (2006) pointed 
out, mind-body dualism and the reduction of mind to brain, which is his-
torically derived from it, is still dominant in mainline cognitive science. 
Thus, procedural knowledge is also presumed to be a type that belongs to 
the mind, and its embodied nature is overlooked. My framework is different 
in dealing with similar phenomena.

Knowing How
Ryle (1949) rejected the Cartesian view of mind by describing it as “the 
GHOST� IN� THE�MACHINEv�AND�TRIED� TO�REDElNE�THE�CONCEPT�OF�MIND�� )N� THE�
process, he focused on “knowing how” instead of “knowing that.” Both 
types of knowing belong to human intelligence, which constitutes one of 
the core concepts of mind. However, the former (knowing how) was ig-
nored in past philosophy because it did not suit “the ghost in the machine” 
dogma. Knowing that is information-based knowledge that can be asked 
and answered whether one knows it or not: it is represented as a proposi-
tion. Knowing how is training-based knowledge (e.g., how to play chess, 
lSH��SPEAK�GRAMMATICALLY	�THAT�CANNOT�BE�REDUCED�TO�A�SET�OF�PROPOSITIONS��IT�
is realized as a certain disposition for performance and is expressed through 
skillful actions. Knowing that and knowing how together constitute our 
intelligent behaviors, as is seen in the case of a good surgeon (Ryle, 1949, p. 
49). In these behaviors, one’s mind and body function in unity at the same 
time and place, utilizing both types of knowledge. There is no hidden mind 
(“the ghost”) that guides our body (“the machine”) toward intelligent be-
haviors based on deliberation. In accordance with our view, Ryle proposed 
the embodied view of mind by focusing on knowing how.

Tacit Knowledge
Embodied knowledge has a common feature with tacit knowledge (Polanyi, 
1966) in that we have a type of knowledge that we cannot explicitly explain 
or verbalize. Polanyi (1966) showed various instances of this by asserting 
that “we can know more than we can tell” (p. 4): identifying one person 
among many people, identifying a disease on the basis of the symptoms, 
knowing how to coordinate body parts in performing skills, and so forth. 
What is common among all these examples is that we tacitly know some-
thing more comprehensive by paying attention to the particulars of the 
FACTS��!CCORDING�TO�0OLANYI��THE�FORMER�IS�THE�lRST�TERM��hPROXIMAL�TERMv	�
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and the latter is the second term (“distal term”) of tacit knowing. Moreover, 
establishing the relationship between these two terms enables us to know 
“more than we can tell,” for example, we recognize an acquaintance by pay-
ing attention to his or her facial parts. It is remarkable that Polanyi (1966) 
stated that “our body is the ultimate instrument of all our external knowl-
edge, whether intellectual or practical” (p. 15). In other words, we need to 
dwell in this world through our body in order to acquire certain knowledge 
about it. Polanyi, as well as Merleau-Ponty, acknowledged the importance 
of embodiment in knowing, although he did not consider the body as the 
subject but as the instrument in knowing.

Embodied Cognition
In cognitive science, there is an expanding movement called embodied 
cognition, which challenges the standard view of cognitivism or compu-
tationalism, based on the embodied view of mind. Important studies re-
lated to this movement include those by Clark (2008), Lakoff and Johnson 
(1999), Pfeifer and Bongard (2007), and Varela, Thompson, and Rosch 
�����	��3HAPIRO������	�REVIEWED�THESE�STUDIES�AND�CLASSIlED�THE�PROMINENT�
research into three categories: conceptualization, replacement, and consti-
tution. Conceptualization seeks to show that an organism’s understanding 
of the world depends on the properties of the body (e.g., color perception, 
language comprehension). Replacement is oriented to replace the computa-
tional or representational tools that have been dominant in standard cogni-
tive science (e.g., replacing symbol computation with dynamical systems 
theory). Constitution is “a commitment to the idea that the constituents of 
the mind might comprise objects and properties apart from those found in 
the head” (Shapiro, 2011, p. 68). The concept of mind should be extended 
to the outer world, including computers, books, pens, and papers, as well 
as to the body (see also Clark, 2008; Clark & Chalmers, 1998). Needless 
to say, the notion of embodied knowledge is inspired by the movement of 
embodied cognition, and it is also true that some parts of embodied cog-
NITION� RESEARCH�ORIGINALLY� STARTED�UNDER� THE� INmUENCE�OF�-ERLEAU0ONTY�S�
work (Tauber, 2008). However, my idea stresses the performative aspect of 
our knowledge rather than the cognitive aspect. I must restate that the body 
knows how to act. It is a kind of intelligence that dwells within the body in 
action. Let me explain.
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The Lived Knowledge

Embodied knowledge encompasses a broad range of actions that we prac-
tice daily in the lifeworld. They include:

- basic bodily movements (how to walk, run, breathe, stand up, jump, 
maintain one’s posture, etc.)

- tool use (how to touch type, eat with a knife and fork, throw a ball, 
hit a ball with a racket, play the piano, etc.)

- spatial behaviors (how to differentiate the directions of front-back/
right-left/up-down, orient oneself and move from one point to the 
other, utilize what the surrounding environments afford, etc.)

- nonverbal behaviors (how to use one’s gaze in conversation, express 
emotions through facial expressions, maintain an appropriate dis-
tance from others, mesh utterances and silence with a partner, etc.)

These actions are not apparent as knowledge because they are not clearly 
represented; nevertheless, we experience them with certainty through our 
own bodies. They are not necessarily experienced in a conscious way, but 
ARE�PRACTICED�IN�A�PREREmECTIVE�WAY��)N�OTHER�WORDS��EMBODIED�KNOWLEDGE�
IS� LIVED� KNOWLEDGE� RATHER� THAN� SCIENTIlC� KNOWLEDGE� THAT� IS� EXPLICITLY� OB-
JECTIlED��4HIS� CONTRAST�PARALLELS�(USSERL�S� ARGUMENT�ON� THE� LIFEWORLD� AND�
modern science (Husserl, 1954/1970). Implicit-lived knowledge tends to 
BE�MASKED�AND�HIDDEN�BY�EXPLICITSCIENTIlC�KNOWLEDGE��4ANAKA������	�

What the body knows becomes clear when the body does not function 
in an ordinary way or in an expected way. Consider the following exam-
ple. Ramachandran and Blakeslee (1998) recounted the story of a patient 
named Tom who lost his left arm in a car accident. He suffers from a phan-
tom limb syndrome:1

;(=E�COULD�WIGGLE�EACH�hlNGERv��hREACH�OUTv�AND�hGRABv�OBJECTS�THAT�WERE�WITHIN�
arm’s reach. Indeed, his phantom arm seemed to be able to do anything that the 
real arm would have done automatically, such as warding off blows, breaking falls 
or patting his little brother on the back. Since Tom had been left-handed, his phan-
tom would reach for the receiver whenever the telephone rang. (pp. 21-22)

Apparently the patient’s body still reacted to situations in a habitual man-
ner. Whenever the telephone rang, his entire body was led to answer it as he 
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used to, and this action involved movement of his missing left hand. The 
kinesthetic sensation of the missing limb seems to occur as part of a habitual 
action that had been established between his body and a certain situation. 
Tom does not need to represent the missing part of the body in his mind, 
but may feel it immediately as an embodied action. Phantom limb syn-
drome is a problem for the lived body as well as for the body representation 
in the somatosensory cortex.

According to Merleau-Ponty (1945/2012), the lived body is composed 
of two layers: one is the habitual body (le corps habituel) and the other is the 
actual body (le corps actuel). The habitual body, comprising a complex of vari-
ous patterns of habitual actions, responds skillfully to the present situation 
through the actual body. What appears as a phantom limb is the unchanged 
patterns of action, which are deeply embodied in the layer of the habitual 
body and are still performed through the actual body without any intention 
of action. Ironically, in the case of phantom limb syndrome, the body knows 
how to cope with a situation skillfully even when it lacks the necessary part.

We experience this type of discrepancy between the habitual body and 
the actual body when we put ourselves in a new or unusual environment: 
We confuse pushing with pulling to open the door when we move to 
a new house; we make mistakes in typing when we start to use a new 
keyboard with buttons of different pitches; we almost stumble forward 
when we step onto an escalator that is stopped; we are unable to breathe 
appropriately when we travel to a city situated at a high altitude with less 
oxygen and so forth. All these examples indicate that embodied knowl-
edge is the knowledge of familiarity, as Merleau-Ponty stated in the passage 
quoted above.

In general, the more ordinary and trivial an action, the more deeply em-
bodied is the knowledge of how to perform it. Embodied knowledge has the 
property of “doing without representing”: It is what we do without trying 
to do or what we know before trying to know. Thus, to understand em-
bodied knowledge is to rediscover what we are living immediately without 
REmECTION�AND�TO�EXPLORE�THE�MEANING�OF�IT��4HIS�AGENDA�CORRESPONDS�EXACTLY�
to the practice of phenomenological research. Following Merleau-Ponty, 
van Manen (1990) also stated the following:

;P=RECEDING� OR� EVEN� APART� FROM� THE� REmECTIVE� ACT�� THERE� REIGNS� AN� IMPLICIT�� NON
THEMATIC��NONREmECTIVE�TYPE�OF�CONSCIOUSNESS�IN�OUR�DAILY�LIFE��WHICH�CONSISTS� IN�
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a simple presence to what I am doing. … phenomenology is that kind of human 
SCIENCE�RESEARCH�THAT�MUST�SEIZE�THIS�LIFE�AND�GIVE�REmECTIVE�EXPRESSION�TO�IT���P����	

h)�THINKv�AND�h)�CANv

Merlau-Ponty (1945/2012) stressed the view that we are bodily beings or 
embodied beings as opposed to Descartes, for whom the essence of human-
ity was the mind, which is different in principle from the body. Descartes 
found the mind in the consciousness of “I think (je pense, cogito),” but Mer-
leau-Ponty saw the origin of consciousness as “I can (je peux)” following 
Husserl’s argument.

By stating “I can (Ich kann)”, Husserl (1952/1989) originally described 
one of the characteristics of our body. Different from other material objects, 
our body is “an organ of the will, the one and only Object which, for the 
will of my pure Ego, is moveable immediately and spontaneously” (p. 159). 
For Husserl, “I can” meant my capacity of controlling the bodily move-
ments on the basis of my free will. As is written in the passage cited above, 
the body is still considered as an “Object”.

For Merleau-Ponty (1945/2012), however, “I can” has a more funda-
mental meaning. He writes, “Consciousness is originarily not an ‘I think 
that’, but rather an ‘I can’ ” (p. 139). “I can” does not mean the conscious 
CONTROL�OF�BODILY�MOVEMENTS��RATHER�A�PREREmECTIVE��AND�THEREFORE�JUSTLIVED�
consciousness that accompanies each bodily movement. It is also termed as 
“motor intentionality,” which is “indissolubly movement and conscious-
ness of movement” (p. 113) at the same time. Here, the body is not an 
object for consciousness any more.

Embodied knowledge is the “I can” type of knowledge. As embodied be-
ings, we are situated in this world (“being-in-the-world”) and are always en-
gaged in concrete action: walking on the street, eating food in a restaurant, 
driving a car on a highway, swimming in a pool, talking in a cafeteria, and 
so forth. All of these actions have their own know-how to be embodied, and 
once embodied, we practice them without deliberating on the procedures 
or sometimes even without thematizing the action itself. It is obvious that 
this is not the “I think” type of knowledge.

For most ordinary behaviors in everyday life, we do not think to move 
our bodies nor do we control them consciously. Consider again, how we 
ride a bicycle. We just move the body as the situation demands, although 
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we remain aware of behavioral goals in the background. The body is always 
embedded in a particular situation, and the surrounding objects and envi-
ronment induce the body to move appropriately.

It would be appropriate to refer to the notion of affordance here (Gib-
son, 1979). There is a physical property of the environment that offers (i.e., 
affords) an individual the opportunity for certain actions. For instance, a 
lRM�AND�LEVEL�GROUND�AFFORDS�AN�INDIVIDUAL�THE�CHANCE�TO�STAND�ON�IT�� TO�
walk around on it, or to lie down on it. Gibson (1979) named these action 
possibilities that are latent in the environment as “affordances” (pp. 127ff).

In our context, we can also give numerous examples: An empty chair 
AFFORDS�US�TO�SIT�DOWN�ON�IT��A�MUG�lLLED�WITH�COFFEE�AFFORDS�US�TO�GRAB�IT�
and drink coffee, a sudden noise affords us to listen to it carefully, a friend’s 
smile affords us the chance to smile back, an approaching stranger affords 
us to keep a certain distance from that person, and so on. The body, as 
a subject, moves spontaneously by simply following the affordances pro-
VIDED�BY�THE�SURROUNDING�SITUATION��4HERE�IS�A�PREREmECTIVE�CORRESPONDENCE�
between the body and situation, and thus the body moves by itself and 
takes an appropriate action toward the situation without conscious control. 
Again, the body knows how to act.

It is important to note, however, that this correspondence is not a mat-
TER�OF�REmEX��4HE�BODY�OFTEN�MOVES�OUTSIDE�OF�AWARENESS��BUT�IT�DOES�SO�IN�
conformity with the intention of action. For example, when I reach for the 
knob to open the door, the entire movement is in accordance with my in-
tention of opening it, while my hand and arm move in a way that is close to 
automatic. This is the way in which motor intentionality functions.

In contrast to our view, an agent’s cognition and behavior in the tradi-
tional cognitivist approach are explained on the basis of the standard in-
formation-processing model, which has a “Sense-Think-Act” cycle (Pfeifer 
��3CHEIER��������0FEIFER���"ONGARD������	��)N�THIS�MODEL��lRST��THE�MIND�
is supposed to represent the situation on the basis of perception (“Sense”), 
THEN�COMPUTE�THE�MOST�ADAPTIVE�BEHAVIOR��h4HINKv	��AND�lNALLY�MOVE�THE�
body toward the calculated goal (“Act”). There are three clearly divided 
stages of cognition and behavior: input, inner computation process, and 
output.

This means two things. First, the mind controls the body toward a cer-
tain behavior on the basis of a deliberate action plan made in advance. 
Second, the mind is something separate from the world and merely oper-
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ates on representations of it. Ontologically speaking, the mind is not only 
separate from the body but also situated out of the world. In this sense, the 
current cognitivist paradigm is still based on the Cartesian worldview of 
subject-object dualism, regardless of whether the mind is reduced to the 
brain or not (see also Gibbs, 2006). There can only be the “I think” type 
of knowledge in this paradigm. Knowledge is an object for “I think”, and it 
must be represented in the propositional form. This is the cognitivist view 
of knowledge.

As some researchers have pointed out (Dreyfus, 2005; Dreyfus & Drey-
FUS��������6ARELA��4HOMPSON����2OSCH������	��WE�CAN�lND�A�PROTOTYPE�
of noncognitivist and nonrepresentationalist views of cognitive science in 
the work of Merleau-Ponty (1945/2012). Now we can expand this view to 
knowledge as well. He stated:

[T]he motor experience of our body is not a particular case of knowledge; rather, 
it offers us a manner of reaching the world and the object, a “praktognosia,” that 
must be recognized as original (originale), and perhaps as originary (originaire). (p. 
141, original French words added)

According to Merleau-Ponty, the “I can” type of knowledge is more pri-
mary than the knowledge represented by “I think”. The motor experience 
provides us with practical knowledge (“praktognosia”), which enables us to 
deal with the world and the object without mental representation. When 
“I can” touch type, for instance, I do not need to represent each letter on 
THE� KEYS� IN� THE� MIND� NOR� COMPUTE� THE� MOVEMENT� OF� EACH� lNGER� BEFORE�
typing. Probably the keyboard itself is the “representation” that guides the 
lNGER�MOVEMENTS��!S�$REYFUS������	�WROTE��hTHE�BEST�@REPRESENTATION��OF�
our practical understanding of the world turns out to be the world itself” 
(p. 132).

Merleau-Pontian Notion of the Body Schema

%MBODIED�KNOWLEDGE�IS�FOUND�IN�THE�PREREmECTIVE�CORRESPONDENCE�BETWEEN�
THE�BODY�AND�SITUATION��4HUS��WE�CAN�REDElNE� IT�AS� THE�PREREmECTIVE�COR-
respondence between the body and the world. “I can” implies that the 
body knows how to respond to “calls” from the environment. Merleau-
Ponty (1945/2012) also explained, “to move one’s body is to aim at things 
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through it, or to allow one’s body to respond to their solicitation, which is 
exerted upon the body without any representation” (p. 140). The motor 
intentionality of “I can” is different from the intentionality of “I think”, 
WHICH�REmECTIVELY�OBJECTIlES�THE�WORLD�AND�IGNORES�THE�CORRESPONDENCE�BE-
tween the body and the world.

Giving an account to this correspondence, Merleau-Ponty introduced 
the notion of the body schema (le schéma corporel). In current neurocogni-
tive science, the body schema is explained as the neural representation of 
one’s own body, the visual image of the body, or the awareness of the body, 
and is often used interchangeably with the “body image”2 (Tanaka, 2011b). 
However, in its historical origin, the body schema was considered as an im-
plicit frame of the entire body to which we refer in order to recognize our 
present posture and spatial positions of the body parts and regulate bodily 
movements (Head & Holmes, 1911; Schilder, 1935; Tanaka, 2009). In the 
present research, most of these functions are understood and explained in 
relation to neural processes in the parietal lobe (Sakata, 2006).

However, instead of reducing the body schema to brain function, 
Merleau-Ponty (1945/2012) developed the notion from the philosophi-
cal viewpoint of “being-in-the-world”, which he inherited from Heidegger 
(1927/1962). He acknowledged that the body schema is a sort of subjec-
tive awareness of the body; it is, however, an indirect awareness that is felt 
through an ongoing task. For example, when we move to sit down on a 
chair, we are aware of the waist, the hips, and the legs, and their spatial rela-
tion with each other (otherwise, it would be impossible to sit down). But 
these parts of the body come into the internal senses only insofar as is neces-
sary to accomplish the task of sitting down on the chair. The body schema 
enables body awareness relative to the context of action, but the major part 
of it remains tacit and unfocused (see also Gallagher, 2005, pp. 25ff).

Thus, rather than the awareness of the body, the body schema coordi-
nates the body parts into action toward the environment by utilizing that 
awareness as a regulator for action; It is when we need to consciously con-
trol the movement that we become aware of the body (e.g., we are strongly 
AWARE�OF�OUR�lNGERS�WHEN�WE�START� TO� LEARN�HOW�TO�PLAY� THE�PIANO	��4HE�
main function of the body schema is to coordinate the body parts and or-
ganize the action toward the world. Merleau-Ponty (1945/2012) stated, 
“the body schema is neither the simple copy, nor even the global awareness 
of the existing part of the body; rather, it actively integrates the parts ac-
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cording to their value for the organism’s projects” (p. 102, underlined part 
MODIlED�BY�THE�AUTHOR�ACCORDING�TO�ORIGINAL�&RENCH�TEXT	�

This is the key to “doing without representing”. Each action that the 
lived body performs is tacitly organized by the body schema, which is out-
side our conscious control. We do not need to represent the procedures or 
be aware of internal processes as far as we can execute the smooth action (“I 
can”). The more skilled or the more habitualized the action is, the less aware 
we become of it (“knowledge of familiarity”). The body knows how to act, 
and the very fact that the body is the knowing subject is underpinned by the 
function of the body schema.

Based on this argument, it is possible to add the following three points 
regarding the notion of the body schema (Tanaka, 2011a). First, the body 
schema does not only coordinate the body parts into action but also con-
verts the perception into the organized action. Skillful coping with the situ-
ation is made possible when a direct circuit is established between percep-
tion of an environment and appropriate action toward it. The perceptual 
appearance of a situation immediately solicits a particular action, and then 
the situational change brought by the action will create a new perceptual 
appearance, which solicits a subsequent action. “I can” is based on the con-
version of perception into action without being mediated by “I think”. As 
WE�HAVE�ALREADY�SEEN��THIS�IS�A�PREREmECTIVE�CORRESPONDENCE�THAT�DIFFERS�FROM�
CONDITIONED�REmEX�IN�TERMS�OF�INTENTION��-ERLEAU0ONTY�����������	�THUS�
USED�THE�TERM�hINTENTIONAL�ARCv�INSTEAD�OF�hREmEX�ARCv��PP�����FF	��7HERE�
THERE�IS�A�PREREmECTIVE�CORRESPONDENCE�BETWEEN�THE�BODY�AND�THE�WORLD��THE�
perception of the environment is already a potential action that we can take 
TOWARD�IT��SEE�ALSO�.OÁ������	��$IFFERENT�FROM�REmEXES��INTENTIONS�OF�POS-
sible actions precede the reception of stimuli.

Second, the body schema provides the body with the possible emer-
gence of new actions. As we have seen, when facing a new or unfamil-
iar situation, we experience the discrepancy between the habitual body 
and the actual body for a while. However, new actions emerge through 
interaction with the environment. Although we are asked to deliberate 
on the needed movement to a certain extent, we determine how to act 
PURPOSIVELY� THROUGH� CONTINGENCY�� #ONSIDER� THE� lRST� MOMENT� IN� WHICH�
one learns to ride a bicycle. After a number of trials and errors, the body 
SUDDENLY�lNDS�OUT�HOW�TO�COORDINATE� ITS�PARTS�AND�NEWLY�ORGANIZES� THE�
riding action. Merleau-Ponty (1945/2012) described this moment when 
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one acquires a new skill or habit as “the motor grasping of a motor signi-
lCATIONv��P�����	��)N�MORE�POPULAR�LANGUAGE��WE�lND�THE�KNACK�OF�A�NEW�
action through repeated movements. In this sense, the body schema is a 
self-organizing system of actions that is open to situational changes. The 
body schema, through rearranging and renewing itself, creates new adap-
tive actions toward the environment.

Third, it is obvious that the body schema is not equivalent to the physi-
cal body (Tanaka, 2009). As was shown in the case of phantom limbs, the 
patient has proprioceptive or kinesthetic sensations in an empty space. This 
point is in agreement with the fact that the body schema extends our bodily 
feelings and body awareness beyond the skin. When we drive a car, we have 
extended feelings from fender to fender as if the car were a natural part of 
our body. According to research in neuroscience, this kind of extension is 
caused by tool use based on the function of bimodal neurons (Iriki, 2004; 
Maravita & Iriki, 2004). However, we should be careful about the extent to 
which the function of the body schema can be reduced to the subpersonal 
processes in the brain.3

Expanding the Embodied View of Knowing

It goes without saying that the modern view of knowledge has been heavily 
oriented toward the natural sciences. This history itself is not the problem 
that I question here. Instead, I would like to question our view of knowl-
edge and knowing in modern society.

!S�(USSERL�����������	�CLARIlED��BY�EXAMINING�THE�MATHEMATICSBASED�
methodology of Galilei, it was possible to see that what was forgotten and 
MASKED�UNDER�THE�INmUENCE�OF�MODERN�SCIENCE�IS�THE�LIFEWORLD��4HUS��AU-
thentic knowledge and knowing (remember that science meant knowledge 
in its Latin etymology) in modern society have also been detached from 
our immediate experience in the lifeworld. Moreover, the knowing subject 
that is presupposed here is the mind of “I think”. In short, as in the case of 
cognitive science, the representationalist view of knowledge has prevailed 
until recently.

In this context, phenomenologists’ maxim of “back to the things them-
selves” should be rephrased as “back to the lifeworld itself”. As we have 
already seen, the original process of knowing in the lifeworld involves em-
BODIMENT�WITHOUT�EXCEPTION��7E�HAVE�TO�REDISCOVER�THE�PREREmECTIVELY�LIVED�

Aurora Del Rio
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knowledge and give explicit descriptions to it. This is a task of phenomeno- 
logy in the contemporary postmodern world.

In order to do so, it is important to get rid of our prejudice that the 
process of knowing means stocking the propositional knowledge as declara-
tive memories or obtaining new results by applying ready-made theories to 
reality. This is a typical view of the “I think” type of knowledge. The “intel-
lectual” functions of the mind, such as memory, thinking, and judgment, 
tend to be stressed more than perception and action, which are carried out 
through the body. If these prejudices exist in our society, they might be a 
popularized version of mind-body dualism.

From the Merleau-Pontian perspective, knowledge and knowing should 
be based on what “I can”. However, let me add that this does not mean 
that “I think” is reduced to “I can”. As Ryle (1949) also stated, knowing 
that and knowing how together constitute our intelligence; “I think” and 
“I can” work together in our experiences as a matter of fact. We can dis-
cover “I can” in “I think,” and conversely “I think” in “I can”. In my view, 
the former (discovering “I can” in “I think”) is the endeavor of embodied 
cognition,4 and the latter is that of embodied knowledge. Exploring em-
BODIED�KNOWLEDGE�MEANS�BRINGING�WHAT�WE�EXPERIENCE�PREREmECTIVELY�IN�THE�
LIFEWORLD�INTO�REmECTION��)F�THE�TERM�hREmECTIONv�DOES�NOT�SEEM�APPROPRIATE�
here, we can choose the term “awareness” or “mindfulness” according to 
Varela, Thompson, and Rosch (1991).

Instead of offering a clear conclusion to this article, I would like to pre-
sent three directions for further exploration of embodied knowledge.

Skill Acquisition
The process of skill acquisition through which the body becomes the know-
ing subject, that is, the formation process of embodied knowledge, must be 
understood. After acquiring a certain skill, the body knows how to act and 
cope with a situation. As an example, Tanaka and Ogawara (2010) exam-
ined this process by conducting a learning experiment with ball juggling. 
Interestingly, all the participants emphasized the importance of refraining 
from thinking during the trials in their interviews. Juggling is so fast mov-
ing that there is not enough time to deliberate on the next step and adjust 
the movement. Thus, the moments when jugglers improve their skill are 
subjectively experienced as an emergence of new action. During the tri-
als, there happened to be an occasional correspondence between intention 

Aurora Del Rio
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AND�ACTION��hTHE�MOTOR�GRASPING�OF�MOTOR�SIGNIlCATIONv	��!�DISCONTINUOUS�
change, in which the body parts start to coordinate differently from be-
fore (i.e., rearrangement of the body schema), occurs through the process 
of learning. In these moments of emergence, the mind is no longer the 
“control tower” that functions as “I think”, and the body is no longer the 
“instrument” to be controlled. Through the learning process, the duality of 
mind and body is dissolved, and thus the lived body as a whole becomes the 
knowing subject. Acquiring new embodied knowledge leads to the achieve-
ment of mind-body unity at a higher level than before.

Sense of Space and Place
What we know through our body during interaction with environment 
must be described. The function of the body schema is not bounded by 
the physical body, but rather constitutes our perceptions and actions to-
ward the environment. If skill acquisition corresponds to the part of action 
toward the environment, we should give descriptions to the part of percep-
tion as well. However, what we should describe is the perception toward the 
environment and not the perception as a passive information-receiving pro-
cess. The sense of space and place is what I mean here.5 In numerous ways, 
we relate our body in the spatial world and there occurs a corresponding 
sense of space and place: here-there, near-far, centered-decentered, in-out, 
front-back, right-left, up-down, open-close, interior-exterior, large-small, 
wide-narrow, bright-dark, comfort-discomfort, safe-dangerous, familiar-
unfamiliar, hidden-revealed, crowded-empty, private-public, and so on. 
Applying the enactive perspective (Noë, 2004) to this issue, our perception 
toward space is characterized by the potential action that we are able to take. 
“The body is not in space, it inhabits space” (Merleau-Ponty, 1945/2012, 
p. 140). From this viewpoint, phenomenological descriptions of the lived 
space (l’espace vécu) are needed (Tanaka, 2011c).

Social Understanding
The body interacting with the environment is also interacting with that of 
others. As a part of social skill, the body knows how to act in social situa-
tions, that is, the body knows how to inter-act with others. Merleau-Ponty 
(1951/1964, 1960/1964) tried to develop the notion of the body schema 
toward the domain of intersubjectivity and left some fragmentary texts on 
intercorporeality (intercorporéité). The notion of intercorporeality focuses 
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on the embodied interaction between two persons: the reciprocal relation 
between one’s body and that of another, which appears as a perception-
action loop between self and others (Tanaka, 2013). Contagious yawning 
is a popular example. Sometimes it happens that we cannot help yawning 
when we see someone else yawn. Here, perceiving the other’s action creates 
the intention of the same action in the self, and vice versa potentially. As re-
search on mirror neurons has shown, this reciprocal and mirroring relation 
between self and others underpins our basic social cognition, such as un-
derstanding the intention of others’ actions (Rizzolatti & Craighero, 2004) 
and empathizing with others (Gallese, 2001). However, what is important 
to note here is not the functions of mirror neurons, but that our capacity of 
social understanding is primarily based on the embodied interactions. The 
notion of intercorporeality opens up the possibility of social understanding 
without appealing to the theory of mind (Tanaka & Tamachi, 2013). For 
phenomenology, it is an attempt to embody the intersubjectivity.

As seen above, an exploration of embodied knowledge will bring us ac-
tion sensitive knowledge, which has been forgotten under the modern view 
OF�KNOWLEDGE��4HIS�NOT�ONLY�RECONlRMS�THE�EMBODIED�VIEW�OF�MIND�BUT�
also sheds new light on our view of space/place and sociality.

Notes
1  A phantom limb is the feeling that an amputated limb is still present. The individual 

may feel that the missing limb is still attached to the body and moves with other body parts 
(see also Berlucchi & Aglioti, 1997; Melzack, 1990).

2  All of these confusing usages are found in many related articles. For example, see 
those involved in the book edited by Cash and Pruzinsky (2002).

3  Legrand (2010) pointed out that there are four bodily dimensions that are not irre-
ducible to each other: the experiential, anatomical, sensorimotor, and neuronal. According 
to her argument, the function of the body schema might not be reduced to the neuronal 
processes.

4  The best example is the work of Lakoff and Johnson (1999). They found that the 
function of the image schema, which originally derives from the bodily experiences, is the 
realm of higher cognition of thinking, imagination, and reason.

5  On the sense of space and place, see the pioneering works by Bollnow (1963) and 
Tuan (1977) for a review.
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